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“Allsteel and ABF met with every team to understand the way each one worked and the tools they needed. Now, each team area has a unique design to fit their specific needs.”

Scott Slaughter
Austin Business Furniture, Account Executive

Allsteel and ABF met with every team to understand the way each one worked and the tools they needed. Now, each team area has a unique design to fit their specific needs.

Why Brookfield Changed
Brookfield wanted to move away from their traditional sea of tall, identical cubicles to allow more natural light. They also wanted to provide additional spaces for individualized work and collaboration.

How Brookfield Changed
Systems with low panels and glass stackers provided workstation privacy while letting light reach through the space. Teams have different workstation designs with panels, storage, and work tools tailored to suit their workstyles. Collaborative furniture placed throughout the office adds a variety of casual meeting spaces.

Benefits
By replacing the old cubicles with Allsteel’s adaptable furniture, Brookfield doubled their current space, providing them plenty of room to grow. New, dynamic workspaces and meeting areas provide a more diverse environment to suit a wide range of needs.

Their Favorite Space
Placed throughout the office, small collaborative areas provide solutions and support for breakout sessions, meetings, phone calls, and impromptu conversations.

What Matters to Brookfield
Customization – unique workstations and meeting spaces designed specifically for each team’s needs allow for more natural light and enhanced focused and collaborative areas for improved efficiency.

Featured Products
Stride® workstations, Essentials™ storage, All-Around™ tables, Belong® tables, Harvest™ tables, Merge® tables, Acuity® seating, Linger™ seating, Mimeo™ seating, Mind-Share® seating, Relate® seating, Scooch™ seating, Seek® seating, Hedge™ space division, Sketch™ marker board, ZW8 monitor arms
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